
LITERACY ACTIVITIES FOR KEY STAGE 2



The activities in this pack have
been designed to support Key
Stage 2 literacy work in the
classroom and are based upon
the amazing Blackpool Tower
Circus Collection of circus
pictures, poster and
programmes held by Blackpool
Council Heritage Service,
heritage@blackpool.gov.uk

How to Use

Activities can be delivered as a 
cross-curricular unit taught over a few
weeks or would also be suitable as
stand-alone lessons. 

The activities emphasise paired or
group work, but also include
independent writing or comprehension.
For each activity there is a lesson plan,
background information, teacher
notes and high-resolution images from
the Circus Collection. 

Lesson plan templates are provided 
but are intended to be flexible so they
can be adapted by teachers for
different year groups, abilities and
classroom topics. 

Pupil sheets can be
photocopied for use
in the classroom and
these are indicated
by this symbol. 

Introduction

A special story, Marvels and Mayhem, has been
commissioned by storyteller Emily Hennessey,
inspired by the Circus Collection, and a performance
of the story also accompanies this pack.
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National Curriculum Links
Theme              Literacy                        Literacy                        Supporting               Supporting Activity
                         Activity                         Curriculum Links         Activity Ideas           Curriculum Links

Creative writing
piece, developing
a new circus
character and
script.

English:
Writing -
Composition and
Spoken Language

Character 
Fact Files
Circus Skills

Art & Design:
Improve mastery 
of art and design
techniques 

PE:
Develop flexibility,
strength, technique,
control and balance.

Acts
P4 - 12

Create an
advertising poster
for the circus using
persuasive words.

English:
Writing - Vocabulary

Create a web page
for the Circus.

Computing:
Design and create a
range of programs,
systems and content.

Advertising
P13 - 20



Blackpool Tower Circus has
had a huge range of amazing
acts throughout its history, but
there has always been a
resident clown - many of whom
have been internationally
famous as well as being 
well-loved local celebrities.

Doodles
(performed 1915 – 1944)
Doodles the Clown (William McAllister)
joined the Blackpool Tower Circus in
1915, becoming one of the most
famous clowns of the era. He was
easily recognised, being 4’11 tall but
wearing a huge top hat and bow tie!
His most famous routines were ‘being
sacked’ by the Ringmaster for bad
behaviour and chasing his hat around
the ring. His sidekick was called Fiery
Jack.

Charlie Cairoli
(performed 1939 – 1979)
Charlie Cairoli is regarded as one of
the most famous clowns in Britain.
Today, there is a statue of him inside
Blackpool Tower Circus. Although
Charlie performed all over the world,
he worked every summer for forty
years at Blackpool’s Tower Circus.
This is possibly a world record for the
most performances at one venue! He
wore a red nose, eyebrows,
moustache and bowler hat for his
clown act. Charlie often performed
with a sidekick called Paul.

Mooky the Clown
The current clown is Mooky (Laci
Endresz Jnr) who often performs with
his sidekick Mr Boo (Tom Endresz).
Mooky appears every summer at the
Circus and appears in the Christmas
pantomime. He has been elected as
the Best Clown in Great Britain twice!
Mooky is recognisable by his huge
grin and red nose. 

Acts

Charlie Cairoli Mooky the Clown
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In this this section pupils will examine photographs
of different Tower Circus acts from the past and think
about what would make a successful circus act. They
will design characters and write their own script for a
new clown act!



Discuss what happens in a circus performance such
as a clown act with emphasis on the conversation
between characters.  Introduce the question of how
conversations are written in a script.
Review how to correct punctuate a piece of written
dialogue:
•New line for each speaker
•Use of speech marks for spoken words only
• Break between speech and non-spoken words
marked with a comma

Discuss what sort of acts might have appeared in
the Tower Circus.  Ask pupils for their ideas on what
photographs of the performances might tell us
about Circus shows.
Talk through the lesson objectives and outcomes.

Group Activities
Working in pairs or groups, pupils use the primary
evidence (photographs) to identify key features of
putting on a successful show or performance –
particularly focusing on the clown acts.

Literacy Activity
Independent writing: create a new clown act and
write a short script for a circus performance, which
includes dialogue and stage directions.
Allow time for checking spelling and punctuation.

Review the vocabulary pupils choose to include in
their scripts.

Test out the jokes or read out the scripts.

Art & Design - Create a fact file for the character/s
including a labelled drawing highlighting key
features e.g. make up, costume, accessories.
P.E. – Try out some circus skills.

comedy, conversation, dialogue, directions,
language, speech

Starter Activity

Focused Activities

Plenary

Extension Activity

Further Activities

Key Vocabulary

Learning Objective
•  To demonstrate understanding of intonation, tone, volume and action in play writing
and performance by creating a new circus character and a script for their act.

Learning Outcomes
Pupils will be able to:
•  Correctly punctuate dialogue for their character.
•  Write clear instructions to include as stage directions in the script.

Literacy Focus: Writing – composition

Lesson Idea - 1 hour (approx) Required Resources

Acts / Lesson Plan

showtownblackpool.co.uk

Acts Group Activity sheet,
Acts Blackpool Tower Circus
& Acts Clowns sheets –
photocopies for each group

Acts Literacy Activity sheet
Clowning Around sheet

Acts Supporting Activity
Ideas sheet
Colouring materials
P.E. equipment
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Acts / 

Group Activities
Look closely at the pictures of the Circus Acts
Discuss with your partner or group: 

• What different circus acts can you identify in the pictures? 

• What act is missing from the photos?

• How can you identify the Circus Ringmaster and what 
do they do?

Look closely at the pictures of the 
Blackpool Tower Circus clowns
Discuss with your partner or group: 

• What happens during a clown act at the Circus?

• In what ways would the performance of the clowns 
be like a play?

Pupil A
ctivity Sheet

Activity
Use the photos to pick out information which would be
helpful in planning your own clown act! 
Think about:
• Make up
• Costume
• Costume Accessories
• Different characters
• Equipment for tricks or jokes  
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Acts / 

Blackpool
Tower Circus

Photographer: Barnet Saidman (top right, middle right and bottom right)



Acts / 

The Clowns!
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Acts / 

Literacy Activity

Pupil A
ctivity Sheet

Writing a Comedy Play Script
Plays are written for people to perform. The script is a written
down version of the play. A clown act is a short comedy play,
which will also need to have a script.  

Activity
Create your own comedy clown act.
To do this you will plan the characters,
design some costumes and decide on
the jokes or tricks they might perform.

Writing Tips

A script includes:

• The names of the characters in the play are listed before
the first act

• Stage directions which are written in present tense

• Instructions on if the character needs to speak in a certain
way (loud, slow, happy etc) which are given in brackets

Conversations in the script:

• How does it start – does someone ask a question?

• Characters should take turn to speak

• Use speech marks for the words being spoken

• When a different person speaks, write on a new line

• Use verbs and adverbs to add tone 
(for example: shouted, screamed, joked)



Acts / 

Clowning Around!
Title:

List of Characters 

Set the Scene

Pupil A
ctivity Sheet
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Name                         Description (appearance and personality)

Where is the
action happening? 

What does it
look like?

What props
are there? 
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Acts / 

Clowning Around!

Pupil A
ctivity Sheet

C
h
aracter                  D

ialo
g
ue

S
tag

e D
irectio

ns
(instructions for the A

ctors)



Art & Design 
Clown Capers
Pupils could create a fact file for the character/s including a labelled drawing
highlighting key features e.g. makeup, costume, accessories. 

Discuss with pupils that there are different types of clown including:

Whiteface – the clown covers their face in white makeup and adds red or black to
exaggerate their mouth, nose and eyes. Often whiteface clowns wear oversized and
brightly coloured clothes. 

Auguste – the clown has pink makeup with white makeup around their eyes and
mouth. They may use a fake red nose and a colourful wig or a bald cap with hair
just around the side of their head. 

Character – the clown uses their makeup costume accessories to exaggerate their
character, such as glasses, fake moustaches, big ears and even warts!  

Physical Education 
Circus Skills
Try out some simple circus skills in P.E. lessons: 

•  Balancing – balance beams 
•  Juggling – scarves, balls, diablos 
•  Hula Hooping 
•  Plate Spinning 
•  Parachute games 
•  Skipping games 
•  Throwing – hoops, bean bags 
•  Circus Clown races – dress up in costume! 

The lesson could be followed up by asking
pupils to write up their instructions on how
to perform the skills. 
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Acts / 

Supporting Activity Ideas



There were hundreds of
travelling circuses operating
in Victorian Britain. 
The larger circuses would
advertise their arrival in town
with a circus parade, usually
attracting huge crowds.

Blackpool Tower Circus is the longest
running circus still in operation in the
UK today having never missed a
season since it opened in 1894.
However, it still used many of the
advertising techniques and styles of
travelling circuses including parades
to announce a new season.

1.  Circus advertising posters reflect
the awe and excitement of the
circus experience. 

2.  With improvements in printing it
was possible to economically
include bright and colourful
illustrations of the performers or
animals alongside the names of 
the acts.  

3.  Today’s circus posters include
photographs of the main attraction
of the circus, and don’t list all the
acts as they did in the past.

The activities in this section are linked
to the extensive archive of Blackpool
Tower Circus posters spanning its 
125-year history. Pupils will examine
posters from the Circus Collection and
think about the features of the posters
which persuade people to buy tickets,
before planning and creating their own
designs incorporating persuasive
words and phrases with an emphasis
on adjectives. 

Advertising

1 2

3
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Review what an adjective is and discuss what
they can be used to describe (condition, size,
appearance, feeling, shape, sound, age etc.). Ask
pupils to identify positive and negative adjectives
from the list, then further choose the adjectives
which could be used to describe the circus. 
Model how to incorporate adjectives into a
sentence (before a noun). 
Discuss and review how to use a thesaurus. 

Discuss what sort of posters the Tower Circus
archive might contain and what they were
produced for. Review the sort of information
which might be included on an advertisement
poster.
Talk through the lesson objectives and outcomes.

Group Activities
Working in pairs or groups, pupils use the
primary evidence (photographs) to identify
features of advertising which are persuasive,
particularly words and phrases. 

Literacy Activity
Independent writing: plan and then create a
poster advertising the circus, which incorporates
persuasive words and phrases – including using
adjectives. 
Allow time for checking spelling and punctuation.

Review the persuasive language pupils chose for
their posters. 

Add pictures, pattern and colour to the poster. 

ICT – Create a web page for the Circus.

advertisement, convince, exaggeration, 
persuade, slogan 

Starter Activity

Focused Activities

Plenary

Extension Activity

Further Activities

Key Vocabulary

Learning Objective
•  To select appropriate vocabulary and demonstrate understanding of how
such choices can enhance meaning through producing a circus poster. 

Learning Outcomes
Pupils will be able to:
•  Expand noun phrases by adding adjectives. 
•  Use persuasive words and phrases to create an advertising poster. 

Literacy Focus: Writing – vocabulary

Lesson Idea - 1 hour (approx) Required Resources

Advertising / Lesson Outline
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Advertising Group Activities
pupil sheet & Advertising
posters sheet 

Advertising Literacy 
Activity sheet  

Thesaurus

Thesaurus

Advertising - Adjectives list

Colouring materials 

Advertising Supporting
Activity Ideas sheet 
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Advertising / 

Adjectives
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Fantastic

Juicy

Enchanting

Glamourous

Friendly

Terrible

Grateful

Lovely

Impatient

Talented

Lazy

Clumsy

Lonely

Cheeky

Silly

Bright

Rude

Enormous

Inspirational

Beautiful



Advertising / 

Group Activities
The purpose of circus posters is to persuade
or convince people to buy a ticket to the show!
Discuss with your partner or group: 

• What advertisements have been successful in
persuading you to do or to buy something?

• What different types of writing can you think of which try
to persuade us?

Pupil A
ctivity Sheet

Look closely at the Posters
All the posters feature persuasive words and phrases
which encourage us to want to go to the circus. 

• Can you find an example
of this in each poster?

• Which of the posters do
you think is most
persuasive and why?

• What other features of
the posters help them to
be persuasive?
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Advertising / 

Posters
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Advertising / 

Literacy Activity

Pupil A
ctivity Sheet

Persuasive Language
We use persuasive language when we want the reader
to agree with us or to act in a particular way.  

Activity
Design a poster which advertises Blackpool Tower Circus,
using persuasive words and phrases.
You can choose the acts, which circus information you think
is useful and how many pictures to include on your poster.
A successful poster is:

1.Eye Catching – attracts people to read it

2. Informative – tells the reader what it’s about

3.Persuasive – the reader takes action!

Start by planning your poster.

You might want to discuss these questions with a partner:

• Who do you want to read your poster?

• What are their interests?

• What is the key message of the poster?

• How many words do you think there should be on a poster?

• What other information should be included on your poster?

• Which colours do you think attract people to read a poster?
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Writing Tips

Effective advertisements often feature:

• Slogans ‘Blackpool’s Show of All Nations’

• Exaggeration ‘The World’s Wonder Circus’

• Adjectives ‘The World’s Greatest One Ring Circus!’

• Positive ‘selling’ words 
   Sensational, Magnificent, Greatest, Stupendous



ICT 
Create a Circus webpage

1. Research
Before you start designing your own web page evaluate some existing web pages
for similar attractions, perhaps local theatres or tourist attractions. 

•   Think about the layout and content– who do you think uses the website?
•   What different styles and font are used?
•   Does it use just text or text and photos?  

2. Plan on Paper! 
Start to plan your content, particularly writing any the text. This should use
persuasive writing, as one of the aims of the website is to encourage people to
come to the circus! Think about how you are going to make your website both
eye-catching and easy to read. 

You will also need to plan:  

•  Titles 
•  Sub-headings 
•  Hyperlinks 
•  Position of text and photos 
•  Colour schemes

3. Design your webpage
Pupils could use power-point
to design and layout their
‘webpage’, unless the
school has access to Weebly
(www.weebly.com/uk) or
other free website builders.
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Advertising / 

Supporting Activity Ideas



Acrobat

Ringmaster

Audience

Sensational

Clown

Spectacular

Laughter

Comedy

Trapeze

Daring

Tricks

Entertainment

Performers

Experience

Parade

variety

Greatest

Magnificent

Hilarious

Magical

Jugglers

Leisure

Circus Word Wall

Written by: 

D
esign by: inchpunch.co.uk

Amy Baggaley
C O N S U L T A N C Y
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